
On a drifty court the shooting Imember these ~ifferences .and with. this drift reduced to about
disk does not go to the point at 'make correspondmg corrections .two inches for a fast shot to clear
hi h iti . d Hence precau for them. the kitchen, the aiming point

w IC I IS aime . - lwould be about two inches to the
tions must be taken to insure I. FASt: SHOT. When the shoot~r 'right of W, as at V.
that the disk does go to the right us playing a fast shot, the drift

t lwill be less. When there is a
spo . three-inch drift with a slow; GENTLE HIT. For a gentle
CORRECTION FOR DRIFT. shot, the drift for a fairly .fast 'hit, such as one to put E in the Figure 234

Having determined the direction ~hot m~y. amount t? ~bout o?e 'kitchen, Figure .235, 'Yit~ the t-;==:;;;:::=::;;;:===:;-
and amount of drift, the general inch. Similarly a. six-inch driItsame assumed drift ?f SIX inches
method of correction is to aim might be re- to the left, approximately the
by a corresponding amount ()duced . to about full six-inch correct~on ~hould be
toward the side opposite the drift. V two I n c h ~ s. made. For a full hit this meansW • • The s e drifts using an aiming point at R, six
For example,. suppose that in have not been inches to the right of the ordinary

Figure 235 the shooter Red, on measured; they aiming point.
the right, wishes to place a disk are merely esti-
at B, and that the drift is six • mated. However, such. shots s~ould be
inches to the le.ft. He should Figure 236 Suppose that selected ~mly with cautron a~d
therefore aim at a point P, six the shooter plays to spoil kitchen played with car~ 'Yhen the drift
inches to the right of target spot disk C Figure 235. The normal is as wide as SIX Inches. It has
B The swerve of the disk will . . ' . t· t d f frequently happened that a shot
then lead the disk to the desired almIn~ pom . IS a one e ge 0 to put a disk in the kitchen .has
s ot, the kitchen disk at W, as shown 'drifted past the target disk with.
p in Figures 235 and 236. (See also lout hitting it and has itself
Also, because the amount and Part 81.) stopped in the kitchen. See parts

even the direction of drift may , 72, 111-114 and 122.
be different ill different parts of With the six-inch drift assumed
the court, the shuffler must re- for the court in Figure 2.15,and

The effect of drift is especially P, and has a wide margin for the other player, on the left, the
important when shooting past a missing the guard A, yet it difficulties are great. Suppose he ~ 0
guard to hide a disk beyond it, curves around into posi ion at B. wants to hide a disk at Y, direct-
in fact this aspect of drift often beyond and in line with A. Iv beyond the guard E. If he
decides the. outcome of shuffle-. Yet the situation is rot without aims at the point Y, the drift Figure 235
board matches its hazards for this player, for 'will cause the shooting disk tol------------ __
In Figure 237 assume again a if he fails to adjust his aimi g swerve to the left and its even-

drift of six inches to the left. TIle point to P and forgetfully uses tual stopping place at X will .he
shuffler on the right can hide a a normal aiming pcint at B as 'six inches to the left of point Y, as to strike the guard E, as
disk at B beyond the guard disk for a driftless court, his shooting land not hidden by the guard E shown, and this would be an im-
A with greater ease than .on a disk is liable to ~urve Into the' In order to stop at point Y, the IPossibJe shot with the six-inch
normal court. The aiming point P guard A and spoil the shot as aiming point is theoretically at [drift. For a three-inch drift, hid-
is six inches to the right of the well as the guard. Z, six inches to the right of Y, ;jng at Y might be barely oossi-
desired stopping pgint B. but this would throw the curved ble, but there would be such a
The shooting disk is aimed at AGAINST THE DRIFT. For 'shooting line so far to the right 'small margin of space in pass-

at the far end. Then a second average may be taken as a stand-
disk B is aimed at the first disk ard figure for the drift along the
but is played to stop about a foot line.
short of the first disk. If the shooting disk fails to stop
By carefully and intently short of the first disk and hits it,

watching the sideward move- the shot should be disregarded,
ment of the shooting disk, as it indicates nothing.
shown curving to the left Whenever practicable the drift
in Figure 234, especially at the should be determined by shoot-
end of its movement, the player ing at targets along several lines,
uses the first disk as an assist- Figure 234, such as the axis or, On strange courts it is well also
ance in judging the number of center line of the court to X, the Ito ask those familiar with the
inches of sideward movement. extreme outer sides of the court .courts about the existence, direc-
Several such shots along this to V and Z, and between the cen- tion and amount of drift, or more

line are desirable, and a rough ter line and the outer lines to simply which color to select.

Wand Y. This makes five test
lines across the court. Most of
the lines should be diagonal.
Two additional lines along the
Court sides may well be added,
through T and U.
The drift should be determined

separately for each end of the
court.

~A I
,
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ing E that the chances of hiding
would be poor.
rt would be preferable in the

first place to try to hide in the
7-area, as at V, using an aiming
point at W. With the six-
inch drift this shot might be just
barely possible. but there are
chances that the shooting disk
would swerve into the open at
or near U or hit the guard E CROSS-GUARD WIDE. In or-
in passing. der to improve his chances of
In making this shot it might be hiding, the player who has the

desirable to direct the shooting drift against him should place
disk at some point, as R, at or his cross-guards more widely
close to the left edge of the from the point of the triangle, as
guard E, expecting that the disk at F-2.
would drift to the left and pass In contrast, the player favored
by it without hitting it. then mov- by the drift is not inconven-
ing on to the desired hiding! ienced for hiding if his cross-
point. However, it is usually best guards happen to be placed
to keep the eye on a suitable somewhat close to the center of
aiming point near the target the court, as at B in Figure 238.
spot, as discussed in Part 38. A related effect of the drift is
Another. difficulty of the shuf- that the shuffler favored by the

fler who has the drift against drift, again assumed as being six
him is that if the guard disk inches toward the left, Figure
were at F-l, Figure 238, leaving 239. has a better chance of hid-

only about four to six inches be-
tween the guard and the point
of the triangle, and if an attempt
were made by Black to hide be-
yond the guard F-l, the drift
would probably send the shoot-
ing disk onto the center line as
at G, with consequent failure of
the shot.

PART 122: COURT PECULIARITIES (G) DRIFT

In shooting past a guard to hit line (dotted) from the center of
and spoil a partly hidden disk the shooter's starting area pass-
beyond it, if there is drift the es through the centers of G and
result will vary with the speed F. Therefore, the shooter can see
of the shot. exactly the same amount of disk
For a fast shot, as we have F when sighting from each of the

seen, the drift is materially reo extreme edges of his starting
duced. On a court which has a area.
drift of about six inches for a If a shot is played to -the left
slow shot, the effect on a fast of G to try to hit F and to put
shot may be reduced to one, two it in the kitchen, the shot would
or three inches, depending upon necessarily be gentle. and it
the speed used. For this reduced would therefore curve away. It
drift, some adjustment of aiming would miss F and probably go
point may be needed, but it is in the kitchen, as described in
much less than for a slow shot. .the foregoing case.
For example, in Figure 240,. On the other hand, a shot to

with an assumed six-inch drift to' the right of G would curve in-
the left, there is a disk E in the ward to the left and toward F,
position of a cross - guard, and' and the drift would actually as-
also a disk F, farther on but ai-I sist in making the hit.
most completely visible to the
shooter Red. CONSTANT ADJUSTMENT.
If he attempts to put F in the On courts whe~e there is drif.t,

kitchen, for which he must use const~mt. attention mu~t be paid
a slow shot, he will see his shoot- to a?JustlOg f?r the dnft: This is
ing disk pass the guard E and particularly Important 10 shots
curve gently away to miss F, as. requmng ac~uracy, such as corn-
shown in Figure 240. And since ?lOatlOps, kitchen s~ots, guard-
kitchen speed is used, his disk 109 ?Isks ~l~eady In-. position,
will probably stop in the kitchen. d~ubllOg, tripling, bunting, snug-
But he can hit F with a fast gling, etc.

shot, in which there is little drift, Drift may easily ruin such
as shown in Figure 241. shots, especially since the adjust

. ments for drift may be different
SPOIL HIDDEN DISK. Again, in different parts of the court

in Figure 242, with the same and must vary with different
drift, let it be assumed· that a speeds.

7.4

® o ® o ® o
Figure 237 Figure 238 Figure 239

ing along the outer edge of the Isimilarly trying to hide near F
court on his own side (Part 39) has little chance to do so.
at or near B. while the opponent

~ o @ 0~ e

Figure 240 Figure 241 Figure 2042

would be to the other side and
the player on the left would have
the advantage.

An influence of drift is that
there is increased importance for
the pJayer who has the drift
against him to keep the board
clear of guards. behind. which hisl The six _ inch drift assumed
opponent can SUitablyhide. is large, but is more easily seen
In the cases that have been and understood in the diagrams.

shown, the player on the right. Of course, for lesser drifts. the
has the advantage. If the drift effect and the corrections would
were to the right, the corrections 'b(' correspondingly reduced.



FART 123: COURT PECULIARTIES (H) COLOR CHO!CE

Under the rule governing the
lagging for choice of color and
side of the court, it is customary
to play three practice shots to
the farther deadline, the practice
disks being progressively re-
moved by the court referee. Most
shufflers customarily lag on their
own side of the court and thus
avoid interfering with their op
ponents.
The fourth shot by each player

is left in place, as at Hand D.
Figure 243. The one which is

• nearer to the line, as at D, gives
its owner the right to the color
choice.
In lagging for color, it helps to

avoid uncertainties and irreg-
ularities of the court by playing
the four disks successively over
the same shooting line. Also cor-
rections of the successive shots
should be made as described in
Part 7 for over-shooting or under-
shooting.

CHOICE. Having won the right 'Vantage of last-shots.
to the choice, the most important In such a case, the shuffler who
element in deciding which side to has won the choice should select
select is the drift, and the player the color black for the standard
should select the side favored by game. He thus obtains the initial
the drift. last-shot in the first game, and in
If the drift is to the left and the third game if there are three

toward black, as in Figure 243, he ,games, and he may thereby be
should choose the right side of the able to establish an early lead in
court, or red. Of course, black score in those games. Also he
should be selected if the drift is gets at least as many lastshots as
to the opposite side, the opponent and perhaps one
In order to make this selection more.

he should have determined the For the doubles game, the
direction and amount of the drift choice of the black color gives
before lagging. as described in the increased advantage of hav-
Part 119. ing two last-shots before the op-
Occasionally a marked differ- ponents have any, with perhaps

ence in speed of the court as one or two more last-shots than
between the two sides, as de- the opponents will have in the
scribed in Part 117, may affect game.
the choice. A number of tournament play-
If the drift or other court ers keep personal notebooks

peculiarities do not afford a ma- showing which side of the court
teriaj advantage for either side to select for many of the courts
of the court, the selection should throughout the state where large
be made so as to gain an ad- tournaments are conducted.

H
® D

r"

Figure 243

PART 124: TACTrCS. GENERAL (A)

We now come to the most interesting aspect of shuffleboard
play, that of tactics.

In military operations, tactics conduct the operations on the
field of battle. Strategy is concerned with the grand maneuvers
that lead armies to the battlefield. Tactics in shuffleboard re-
quire a general plan of action, and involve a series of decisions
as to the correct play to make for each shot as it comes up.

BASIC TACTICAl. PLAN. A sound general platt of action is
as follow's:

Every shot should he selected on the basis of the score ex-
lsting at the moment.

If the shooter is ahead or about even in score and if he
is" to have the last-shot, he should keep the board clear and
expect to score with the last-shot. This action includes the case
when the opponent plays kitchen-bait.

If the shooter is behind in the score by about 10 or 15 points
oJ.' more, and is to have the last-shot, he should try to even
the score by playing kitchen-bait and kitchen shots.

If the shooter is to have he first shot in the frame, and if he
is not as much as about 20 or 25 points behind. he should place
~ series of guards and hope to be able later to hide beyond one
of them for a score. He should expect the opponent to clear them

away and he should replace them with others. For the seventh
shot of a frame with board clear, the center-short is suitable.

If the shooter is to have the first shot and is behind by
about 20 to 25 points or more, he should play kitchen-bait and
kitchen shots consistently. He should expect to have his bait
cleared away, and should usually repeat it except for the seventh
shot. With clear board at the seventh shot, a center-short is
suitable.

If the opponent is on the verge of winning, kitchen 'Play
should usually be employed to save the game.

Since the situation will not always develop in accordance with
the foregoing. but will involve many varied and sometimes com-
plicated situations, the shooter should study each case and se-
lect the best shot in accordance with the score and other con-
siderations.

When a good opportunity to hide develops, the shooter should
usually take advantage of it.

He should be prepared to take advantage of opportunities af-
forded by mistakes of the opponent.

In doubles matches, both partners should play in accordance
with the score, and should both follow the same line of action
called for by the situation.

PART 125: TACTICS. GENERAL (8)

We have heretofore discussed
various types of shots or se-
quences and the situations to
which they are suitable. Our very
interesting task is now to exam-
ine situations in each of which
there is a choice of several shots
that may be played, to compare
the various possible plays, and
to try to select that play that is

most suitable to the situation,
It is in this selection that the

real use of judgment lies, the
tactics of the game.

But the more usual case is that
of the player who plans his shots
fairly well, but does not have the
accuracy necessary to execute
them. The shots do not go where
they are aimed.
We can almost hear the read-

er say: "That's me." In fact,
each player usually feels that his
planning is satisfactory, and that

if he could shoot as be plans and
where he ainas. he would be an
excellent shuffler.
This has a large element of

truth, but if most players were
to watch top - level shufflers in
action and were to plan each shot
as if they themselves were play-
ing, and were then to compare
their own selections of plays with

PLANNING. EXECUTION. A
player may be relatively poor in
planning. yet he may succeed in
winning by reason of the accur-
acy of his shooting,

15



those actually used by the ex-
pert shufflers, they would quick-
ly discover important weakness-
es in their own planning, as weIl
as in their execution.
The tournament situation

shown in Figure 244 is exception-
ally difficult as concerning selec-
tion, but the reader is invited to
choose Red's last-shot which ac-
tually won the game. Part 135
will show his selection.

THINK_ It frequently happens ideas into a complex play, Part
that the situation is complicated, 126.
and some thought is necessary. Turns remaining to be played
Also it is interesting to note that and who is to play Clem, Parts
in complicated situations, top-lev- 129, 131-135.
el shuffJers may take consider- Who will have the last-shot in
able time to plan their shots. the next frame (or in the next

two frames in doubles), Parts~or ex~mple,. Larry Schoch, 129, 135. '
tWICe. nat.lOnal sm~les champion Opponent's play, Parts 128, 137.
and SIX tIm~s FI?nda State .dou- Effect of a miss or error,
bles. ch~mplOn,. IS very d;lIbe:- Parts 111-114. .
ate m hI? planning, A:~Y Cos~ IS Court peculiarities, Parts 116-

HABITUAL PLAYS. Although outstand~ng m her ability to think' 122.
practically every play involves over a situation and to sel:ct the Expected situation on the board
some element of selection, yet it best shot, and she takes time to after the play Parts 133 140
OCcurs most often that the situa- do so. 142." ,
tion is simple and that the ap- The shuffler should cultivate It would be idle to suggest that
propriate type of shot is apparent the habit of thinking before shoot- a shuffler should consciously
at a glance. ' ing. Many errors in judgment check over all of the foregoing
Each shuffler has trained him- are made because of hasty shoot- considerations for each of his

self to use particular types of ing. shots. As mentioned above, many
sh~ts which ?e likes and u~on The most important step in se- situations are so simple as t~ ;e-
which he r~lIes, and. he avo!ds lection is, in any particular sit- quire only instant recognition
others he dlslIk~s. HIs selection uation to determine the various and decision. Again, some of
In many. cases IS controlled by possible shots, and to compare these various consideration? are
such habits. these possible shots so as to se- used by the shufflers WIthout
This is suitable, since the use lect the best one. realizing they do so.

of standard actions for standard After weighing the various con-
situations saves the trouble of siderationg applicable in a given
spending time to consider nu- <:ONSII?ERATIONS. t? be situation, the shooter should
merous possibilities and to select weighed I.n the selection mclude make a firm decision as to the
from among them. the following: shot that he wiII play.
But on the other hand there Playing to the score,. existing Although there may be, and

are advantages in occasionally score and expected gam, Parts frequently is, uncertainty as to
adding variety to the play, thus 129-132. whether the planned shot wiII be
widening the capabilities of the Ease or difficulty of each pos-' successful, the shooter should
shooter to Use different types of: sible shot, Part 127. should have a clear idea as to
shots. Possible combining of several where he wiII aim, how hard he

PART 126: TACTICS. GENERAL rei

As .previolisly mentioned, in se- is left to the reader. No answer
fecting the most suitable shot for will be presented.
any particular situation, the best In order to determine what are
shot to use may be apparent at the various possible shots in a
a glance and the decision may complicated situation, the shuf-
be made instantly. fler must recognize which shots
For example, in Figure 245, are suitable, and some may be

the score is not critical, A is the. overlooked. In searching for the
only disk on the board, and it is various possible plays, the shoot-
the turn of the shooter Red to er may look at each disk all the
play the third shot of the frame. board, both friendly and enemy,
It is obvious that he should hide and consider what possible shots
a disk at about point X. may be played with reference to
On the other hand, if it were each disk.

the turn of the opponent Black In this connection the shooter
to play the fourth shot, the nor- may well consider which disks
mal play would be to clear the are of value to the opponent. as
board in order to prevent Red scoring disks or as potential
from hiding beyond A at the next scoring disks, what scores the
shot. opponent may make by various

shots, and which disks are the
most important. He should also
consider his own disks in the
same way.

Overlooking a possible shot
my develop, for example, as
follows. A shuffler may be keep-
ing the board clear, when a suit-
able chance to hide a disk ap-

Figure 246

~ o ~Spillml.n
POSSIBLE PLAYS. At the oth-

er extreme is the tournament sit-
uation shown in Figure 246. The
shooter Red is to play the last
shot. The score is not critical.
There are at least four possible
plays, requiring some thought.
The development of this thought

Figure 245

pears, yet he automatically con-
tinues his series of shots to keep
the board clear without thinking
of the other possibility.
Or, in a different situation he

76
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Brashares Farewell
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Figure 244

will shoot, and where he wants
to go.

o ~
Clo.. 6S C01,05'

Figure 247

may be expecting that his op-
ponent will clear the board and
leave him with an expected sev-
enth shot for a center-short.
When the appearance of a disk



at the edge of the scoring tri- -vond a Tampa guard. (1) Backstop the shooting disk fler may include only one simple
angle happens to -give the shoot- COMPLEX PLAYS. In plan- (or a score. idea in each shot, it would be
er a chance even' though not a ning shots it is often possible and t f' dl better to attempt complex shots,

' bi I (2) Knock one or wo nen y .good one, to hide in the corner ?dvan~ageous ~o com me severa di k . to scorin area ,addmg more elements to the
of the 7-area, he may overlook Ideas into a single play. For ex- IS s mg. play. Some of these elements
the latter. ample, in the tournament case: (3) Knock away an enemy scor- m-ay be possibilities that are
As mentioned in Parts 33 and shown in Figure 247, the shot ing disk. hoped for rather than expected.

41, many players constantly over- may include the following in one This is further discussed in Part
look the possibility of hiding be- shot: While an inexperienced shuf- 129.

PART 127: TACTICS. GENERAL (D)

In the selection of a play to near the point of the triangle
use, the ease or difficulty of the (Part 68), To guard a scoring

disk is easier than to score an-shot, or in effect the probability other one (Part 25).
of success in accomplishing it, is

A front . and - rear double isan important consideration. easier than a double from a di-
This involves, among other agonal line (Parts 42 and 46). A

things, the skill of the shooter, direct shdt to clear the kitchen
his accuracy of the moment in is usually more accurate than a
direction and force (Part 7), and combination to do 'so unless the
his having become used to the latter is a very short combina-
particular court and having at- tion (Part 84.1.
tained the touch of it (Part 7). These comparisons could be

multiplied, but it seems apparent
EASE OR .DIFFICULTY. If that, other things being equal, the

?ne play requires le~s a~curacy easiest shot is the best selection.
In order to accomplish It th~n But other things are usually not
does another play, the former IS equal so that the ease or diffi~
ob~iously easier. Examples, of culty' of a shot must be treated
thIS have been shown at varIOUSas one of the considerations in
points in the text, and one is selection
shown in Figure 248. "
This situation came at a last- PERCENTAGES OF SUCCESS

shot at the end of the first game or odds on success, as deter-
of one of the semi-final matches mined by observation of experts
of the State Gold Medal Tourna- in playing various types of shots,
ment March 7 1958. are excellent indications as to

, ' . the probabilities of success or as 4
There was much excited talk to the ease and certainty of mak- Figure 2 8

in the grandstand before the shot. ing the shots.
Rex Fa~ewell, the shooter Red, Such observations have been
could gam about the same num- recorded and analyzed for shots
ber of points for each o.f three for simple score (Parts 14 and and was therefore selected. It are commonly taken with the
shots: (1) to k~ock H aside and 15), kitchen shooting (Parts 67, .was accomplished successfully, eighth shot.
glance. to the right for an 8,. (2) 71, 77), combinations (Part 86) to spoil H.
t? spoil Hand F by a combina- and center-short and high 10_ TAKING CHANCES. Because As. an example, if an enemy
tion.. or (3) to double on C. The (Part 104). the first six shots of a half-round scoring disk Flies hidden be-
easiest and surest ~as to double A similar benefit is gained by are so frequently spoiled by the yond a guard E, Figure 250, the
o~ C. ~urthermore, It would, and analysis of he measures of ac- two opposing players, they are shooter may ~n t~e earlier ~hots
~Id, WIn the game as he played curacy re uired for certain of less value than the last-shot. play a comb~nabon to spoil F,
It. shots' Combinations (Part 85) whereas on hIS last-shot he may

and caroms (Part 96). ' Accordingly with those first [abandon such attempts and shoot
MORE CPMPARISONS, A COMPARISON' F' 249 six shots shuff~e~s frequently at- lfor a simple score, as at X.

combination in a straight line is ,Igure . tempt more difficult plays and
easier than one of the same sho:vs a tournament case. in take greater chances, often with, The same considerations fre-
length at an angle (Part 82). A WhIC~ th.ere were two POSSlb~egreater gains in view, with the !quently apply to shooting at the
combination against two disks combma~lOnt by the sh.oO\erHRe'expectation of having a later sh~t thin edge of a partly hidden disk
near together is easier than (1) to . nocf F agams at to recover from any loss or. fal.l- lin the earlier shots, and for ~
against two that are widely sep- ~bout fI~:) :e\ ce~te~ tOga~ent ure that may o~cur, ThIS 15 simple score with the last-shot.
arated (Parts 85 87 and 91) Her'torb t t 0 nodc half flDSt usually sound practice, '• .' . a a ou wo an one- a ee,
A sh~t to score against a b~cK- with the alternative possibility Also chances are frequently In practice games, when the
stop IS us~ally easier than IS that B might hit E if it were to taken with the seventh shot, be- shooter has a choice between anshot for SImple score (Part 16), . . . h t d d'ff' It hmISSH. cause so often there IS nothing easy soan a 1 ICU one, e
.To knoc~ into the k!tchen.a The second choice, for. the else that can be done (Part 134). 'will often do well to select the

disk that IS near the kitcben IS shorter distance, had a higher . difficult 'shot in order to develop
easier than to dunk one that is percentage of probable success" On the other hand, fewer risks his shooting skill.

@
Folberth
67..ll..
82

o
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Figure 249 Figure 250
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PART 128: TACTICS. GENERAL (El

Since each shuffler hopes to
spoil and defeat the play of his
opponent, he should study the
play of the opponent carefully.
The objective is to counteract
the opponent's strong points and
to take advantage of his weak-
nesses.
Most shufflers observe and ana-

lyze the play of their opponents
in an incidental way, not rea liz-
they are doing so. However, a
conscious effort to do this should
be beneficial.
PRE D I C T OPPONENT'S>,

play. In observing and analyz-
ing the opponent's play, a proced-
ure that helps is, just before each
of the shooter's plays, to try to
predict what the opponent will do.
This is of high value. Sighting
from the opponent's side of the
court is frequently a help in this
connection (Parts 8, 23, 33). Such
predictions can frequently be
made with accuracy, and form a
sound basis for the shoot-
er's play.
Then again, after a play by

the shooter and before the op-
ponent's next play the shooter
should again predict to himself
what the opponent will probably
do, in view of the chanced situ-
ation. Most shufflers probably do.
this.
A simple case is shown in Fig-

ure 251. The shooter Red has a
scoring disk at B, and the op-
ponent has a liner at F. Unless
prevented, Black is certain to try

wishes, to catalog his opponent's
strengths and weaknesses.

to double with F and spoil B at
the same time. Hence Red should
place a guard at Z. After placing,
his guard well, Red will proba-
bly predict that Black will shoot
to spoil the guard at least. If it
were Black's last-shot he would:
probably play for a simple score.
Other cases of predicting and

preventing the opponent's play
have been discussed in Parts 79
and 94.
If the shooter has not yet

learned what the opponent will
probably do in a given situation,
the shooter should usually as-
sume that the onponent will use
good judgment. However, the op-
posite course is.often taken, when
the shooter makes a play that is
not the best and hopes that the
opponent Will make a mistake
and use poor judgment in play-
ing against it.

SPECIFIC POINTS. The shut-
fler should particularly consider
the ability of the opponent to ac-
complish the various types of
shots, with emphasis on the fol-
lowing;

To place disks accurately, espe-
cially in hiding.

To hit disks accuratflY, especially
when partly hidden.

To put disks in the kitchen •. and
to play kitchen-bait.

To accomplish combinations suc-
cessfully.

To keep the board clear.
Especially against inexperi-

enced opponents a shuffler
should notice the types of plays
of which the opponent is igno-
rant. Examples frequently found
are the use of the Tampa guard
(Parts 33, 41), doubling on the
diagonal line (Part 46), triple
(Parts 49-51), kitchen play in
some of its forms, such as kitch-
en-bait (Parts 74-77),and keeping
the board clear (Parts 99-10ll.
There are many cases de-

scribed throughout the text show-
ing action to be taken against
specific pl;:lYs of the opponent,
too many to cite here.

REMEMBER. After the oppon-
ent has made' a play, the shoot-
er should note the type of play
Used for the particular situation
and should expect it to be used
in similar situations later.
Mental note should especially

be made of the types of shots
the opponent likes and frequently
uses, and those in which he usual-
ly succeeds. Similarly noted
should be the shots he dislikes
and uses little, and those in
which he tends to fail.
At the end of a match, a shuf-

fler should be able, if he so

EMBARRASS HIS PLAY_ The
eventual advantages of this gen-
eral procedure are to be able, as
far as practicable, to avoid al-

PART 129: TACTICS. PLAYING TO THE SCORE (A)

'\
The idea of playing to the to select from the various possi-

score is a necessary part of the ble shots the one to be used, the
tactics of many games. It means shooter should weigh the results
that the type of play to be used to be expected from each of the
in any situation should be se- shots under consideration.
lected in view of the score as it In any given situation it is easy
exists at the time. to calculate Y,te expected gain
There is nothing new in this for each possible shot and also

idea as applied to shuffleboard for the half-round. Numerous ex-
Most experienced shufflers real: arnples of this have been shown.
ize that they must know the score . W~en the end of the game is
whenever they shoot and. must In ~Ight, the shooter should es-
select their shots accord.ingly pecially calculate the over-all
The best way to know the score score that would result to each
is to glance at the scoreboard of the players from the shots .un-
habitually before each shot. der consideration. and whether
The basic tactical plan outlined either player may win or come

in Part 124 is founded upon se- cl?se to winning. Examples of
lecting each particular shot in this are shown in Parts 28, 72,
accordance with the existing 73, 76, 88, 91, 102, 1118,109, 111
score. and many from 130to 153,

. In Figure 252 there is shown a
CALCULATE GAIN. In order situation from a statewide tour-
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lowing the opponent opportunities
to use the types of shots he likes
and in which he usually succeeds.
and instead to leave him situ-
ations involving types of shots he
dislikes and in which he is weak.
As indicated in Part 112, a

principal means of winning con-
sists is taking advantages of the
opponent's errors.

o ® 0
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nament ,in which Amy Close was' may be called added possibili- Accordingly, some points are I get disk and not far apart, and
to play, the last-shot. The, reader 'tfes, expectations, and some of them the shoote~ may plan ~IS s~ot SI)
should see that tnere- were at For example a tournament are merely hopes or added pos- that the first target disk wdlbe
least six different shots that shot played a; a last-shot by sibilities. aimed. between them, not with
might be played,' with varying Frank Henderson who was Flor- l the 'expectation of passing be-
scores to result, one of which Ida closed singl~s champion at MORE EXAMPLES. In a nurn- tween them, but with the hope
shots appeared to be the most the time is shown in Figure 254 ber of examples, shown else- of .hitting one or the other or
reasonable and actually won the' I' hi lan where in the text, it appears that both.
game. t :ppea~s that IS m~~nhp an certain of the elements of the There are other examples of
Again, in the statewide tourna- \\do'asbtlort e tcadromn'awmlcpl'hheplay were considered as added 'calculations and comparisons in. u ess coun e 0 ceo IS - Ibiliti th . .•. th P t 'ment situation of Figure 25S, the ing for a gain of 14 points. To pOSSII lies m e manner mm- many oer ar s.

reader may well calculate and this could be added 10 probable cated .above. Such cases ar~ LAS~-~HOT, NEXT. FRA~E.
compare the gains from various points for knocking C out of the shown m Parts 91-94,98, 115, ISO, III a?dltIon t? calculatmg. gains,
possible last-shots which Red kitchen, 10 more possible points 138,147,148,151,153and 154. as discussed m the foregoing, t~e
might attempt in order to save for leaving F-2 in the kitchen, Moreover, there .are cas-es in shooter s~ould also often conSI?-
the game or to win the game. and perhaps 7 more points for which the scoring effects of at- er who Will have the last-shot In
The actual plays selected in scoring with D, which last did ternative developments should be the next half-round" or in the

the two foregoing problems will not finally occur. considered. next two half-rounds of doubles,
be described in Part 131. and the probable effect on the

Thus, he could. reasonably For example, as ill the case score. This applies especially
A;D~~D POSSlBILITIES. In count on 14 points and might shown in Parts 88, 89, 111, 112,toward the end of a game. Ex-

addition to calculating the defi-possibly make as many as 41: 148, 151 and 154, a combination 'amples of this consideration are
nite expectations of gains, the points, of which he did actually 'or carom shot may have two tar ,shown in Parts 76, 130, 140·and
shooter should also consider what gain 34points. gets lying beyond the first tar-II43.

PART 130: TACTICS. PLAYING TO THE SCORE (Bl

A series of examples of play-
ing to the score and' of failure
to do so are included in this -and
the following articles.

same fault several times. It even-
tually developed that Black suc-
ceeded in overcoming Red's lead
and in winning the game and
match.
After the match was over we

asked Red, "Why didn't you
shoot for a score on the open
side of the board; it was all you
needed to win?"
He replied that he had not

looked at the score during the
entire match. But he learned,
and he probably never committed
that fault again.

FAILURE. A critical failure to
carry out the principle of play-
ing to the score occurred in the
Sunshine Skyway Tournament at
St. Petersburg Shuffleboard Club
on Aug. 26, 1954.
In one of the matches the play-

ers had a game apiece, with the
score in the third and deciding'
game at about 16 to 71 in favor
of shooter Red.
As shown in Figure 255, Black SHOOT 10 TO WIN. When a 10

had an 8 on the board at G, will win a game and an 8 will not
partially protected by a guard do so, it is at times desirable to
disk at H. The rest of the board take a greater risk and pl.ror

for a 10 instead of an 8. This is
was open. 'especially to be considered when
Red was about to play the last- the score is such that if the

shot. He could see enough of shooter doesn't win the game
Black's scoring disk to hit it and with the shot about to be played,
spoil it. But to leave G in place he is liable to lose it in the next
and allow the opponent to raise half - round when the opponent
his score from 16 to 24 would will have the last-shot. Also, in
be hardly any disadvantage to deciding to play for a 10, the
the shooter. Furthermore, in shooter should feel he has suf-
spoiling G the shooter could not ficient accuracy at tile moment
score with his shooting.disk. to accomplish the shot. ';
Instead of that, he could read- For example, in the quarter-

ily score with a winning disk on finals of the State Gold Medai
the open left side of the board Tournament at St. Petersburg,
and finish the game and match March 11, 1954, the shooter Red,
with victory. However, he chose Frank Henderson, then Florida
to knock away the black disk G, closed single, champion, with a
which he accomplished success- score of 72 to 65 against him,
fully. and with the last-shot to play,
He thus failed to win when he saw the board as shown in Fig-

had the chance to do so. He did ure 256.
not play to the score. In other He could expect his opponent,
parts of the play he repeated this Gerald Anderson, also a top-lev-

o @
Henderson Bruner

65 29
710 @-

Anderson
72

o
Case
67

Figure 255 Figure 256 Figure 257

el player, to make some score ;finals, when making a 10 would
with his last-shot in the next half- Ihave won the game, match, and
round, and any score would win at least fourth place in the tour-
the game for Anderson. nament, t.he shot stopped on a
On the other hand, Henderson line and failed.

would win the game if he made
a 10. He shot for the 10 and ac- AVOID TRAP, SCORE 8. In
complished it, winning the game.. Ithe final match of the 1957 Or-
In matches of the Florida State lando Doubles Tournament, Lyle

closed sincries championship Feb- ICass and R. H. Roby, playing
ruary 1955,We encountered three: Red, were pitted against Farrell
such opportunities to make game, Bruner and Joe Rowley. AU four
by means: of this shot. and ac- players are experts,
complished it for two of the three Toward the end of the first
chances, winning two games with game the situation was as shown
such shots. in Figure 257, with only disk H
However, at the third oppor- on the board. The score was 29

tunity, which was in the quarter- to 67, heavily in favor of Cass
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and Roby, and Cass was aboutlput the disk H in the 7-area in'l Cass needed an 8 to win. il
to play the last-shot. order that Cass should shoot:lt Cass avoided the trap, playing!
It is probable that Bruner had it and score only a 7, whereas for an 8 at D, and accomplish-l

PART 131: rACTICS. PLAYING TO SCORE (e)

In the quarterfinals of the 1954 It was to be Red's seventh
State Gold Medal Tournament,1 shot. He could spoil either F or
Carl Spillman, shooter Red, play-"C with reasonable certainty, but
ing against Bill Klockner, the to spoil both by a combination
1953 national closed champion, driving F against C would have
had a score of 54 to 71 in his less probability of success, in
favor. fact about one chance in three
At Red's last-shot, Black had a for the distance of about six feet

single disk G on the 7-8 cross- (Part 86>'
line, Figure 258. The shooter Even though the opponent were
needed only four points to win to make seven or eight more
the game, and the surest way points with the last-shot, totaling
to make a score was to use the 15 or 16 points for the frame, it
black disk as a backstop, even would be more important to pre-
though the play were to give the serve the shooter's score of 63,
opponent a score. near to the winning game score,
Red's shot was successful for than to hold down the opponent's

an 8, and although he gave his score, which was low.
opponent a 7 .he. won the game Accordingly Anderson played a
61 to 79, and WIth It the match. direct shot to spoil his kitchen

disk, and succeeded.

PR\'>BLEM. In Figure 260 there
is shown a situation which oc-
curred in a sociable game be-
tween four skillful shufflers, Red
was to play the last-shot.
Her combination shot spoiled H

and G, and also put E in the
kitchen. The rain for the shot
was 28 points. But a calculation
should have shown that it was
not the best shot. The reader
should determine a better solu-
tion. One will be described in
Part 133.

PRESERVE SCORE. In one of
the semifinal matches of the
1957 State Gold Medal Tourna-
ment, Gerald Anderson, a top-
level shuffler, the shooter Red,
was playing against Alton Vale,
also an expert. Anderson had
won the first game and had a
commanding lead of 16 to 63 in
the second game.
Vale was of course playing

kitchen in order to cut down An-
derson's lead, and had just put
a red disk in the kitchen at C,
while he also had an 8 at F,
Figure 259

PART 132: TACTICS. PLAYIN'G TO SCORE (D-)

In the 1954 Florida State
Championship Tournament at
Bradenton, two experts had
scores of: Black 41, Red 74, with
Reel therafere within one point of
winning the game.
As shown in Figure 261. there

was only one disk on the board.
a high 10 at H which Black had
just put there in order to divert
Red from a winning score.
The shooter Red ignored that

10 and shot for a simple score,
making a 7 at D to win the
game.
In doing this, the shooter took

no great risk. If he had failed to
make any score, the opponent's
10 would not have given the lat-
ter a winning score, but would
merely have reduced Red's lead
from 33 points to 23 points.

TWO SITUATIONS, somewhat
alike. developed in the 1957
Times - Mae Barber Tourna-
ment. a districtwide tournament
at Mirror Lake Club, in a match
between Phil Ludt. the shooter
Red, and Ralph Blackman, twice
national closed champion, the
opponent Black.
These two cases occurred at

the end of the first and third
games.

SCORE AN 8. In the first
case. the score was: Black 70,
Red 73. At the seventh shot. with
the board clear, Blackman
placed a medium 10 on the board
H, as shown in Figure 262. It was
possible for Red to score against
it. but difficult to do so. If left
ir: place, this disk H would give
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ing it to win the game.
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TIlE ANSWER to the problem
presented in Figure 252 of Part
129 as regards the winning shot
was for the shooter Red to bunt
disk A into the 10·area and win
the game at a score of: Black 81,
Red 82.

is less clear. The shooter tried
for a double from the diagonal
line with disk C, but made only
one score. Several experts who
observed the shot said that they
would have played for a kitchen
shot against G, also making a
7. Either play would have won
the game if it had made two
scores.

THE ANSWER to the problem
given in Figure 253 of Part 129

®
41

o ~
74 Blackan10

o ~
Ludt Blac'--zl
73 65 .

el.udt
74

Figure 262 Figure 263Figure 261



BLack a score of 80, well over the If he made a 7, the score
game score of 75. would be tied, and there 'Would
Red was about to have the last- be two more halfrounds in order

shot. He could play to spoil the to decide the tie. But if he failed
black 10 and to score against it: to score at all, he would lose the
for a 10. But while the chances game.
of spoilinz ths 10 were good, the He could be practically sure of
chances of scoring a 10 at the spoiling the black 10, but as men-
same time did not appear nearly tioned above, he had low chances
so good. or winning the game with the
Alternatively, Red might sim same shot by making a 10. His

ply knock away the black 10 chances of making .a simple
without also trying to score, a score, 8 or 7, should have been
much surer shot. If he did this, about 80 per cent. 01' about four
the over-all score would remain to one. The situation was difficult,
unchanged. and the opponent's but it appeared that the shot for
last-shot in the next frame wo.ild score had the best chances.
bring UP a good chance for Black Phil took his courage in his
to win the g.ame. hands, shot past the black 10, and
Instead of spoiling the black 10 made his 8 at D to win the first
ed could shoot for a simple game, with the score of 80 to 81.

score on the open side of the
board. If he made an 8, he would
have a score of 81 to Black's 80.
and would win the game.

43 to -18 awl had recovered to next frame would have been 65
a better than equal position at 65 tr. 74 in favor of Red.
to 74. much the same situation Black's last-shot in that next
again occurred. Again Black had frame would not have been so de-
the seventh shot and Red the cisive, because Phil could
last-shot. reasonably count on blocking the
Blackman placed a fine high point of the triangle so as to pre-

10, well up in the point at H, vent his opponent from scoring
Figure 263, impossible to score the 10 needed to make 75 and
against or almost so. If left in winning the game in that frame.
place, this 10 would give Black a After that, the following frame
score of 75. apparently enough to would again bring up the last-
win the game and match. shot for Red and again a good
Again Phil shot for a score, but chance of winning.

this time he stopped a little short. Of course the same situation
on a line at D, and failed might recur, but it did not seem
to score. Blackman won the probable that Blackman would
game and match. make a high 10 every time.

However, as Phil remarked af- In sum, the shot for a winning
terward, there was a material score to be made by Red would
difference in the two situations. in the second case have been
If Red had played merely to postponed to a time that should
spoil the black 10 in the second have been more favorable to
case, the score at the start of the Red, although not necessarily so.

SPOIL THE 10. In the third
and deciding game of the match,
after Phil had been far behind at

PART 133: TACTICS. SIXTH SHOT

The sixth shot of the half-round, Ition of the play for the sixth
with the board clear, is played ghat with the board clear are
in many different ways. Among similar to those for the seventh
experts there is not much agree-] and eighth shots, as discussed in
ment in ideas as to how it should the next two articles. Parts 134
be played. and 135.
If the shooter is behind in the The shooter must be careful

score to such an extent as to not to make a play that will
call for kitchen-bait that is the hurt his chances of making a
usual play (Parts 74-77), gain in score [or his last-shot of
On the other hand, if the shoot- the frame.

er is ahead in the score or about He should be especially care-
even and the board is clear, ful not to place a disk in such
there are wide variations in the a spot that the opponent could
play. The writer has made a spe- play with even a fair chance of
cial effort to learn what the ex- hiding beyond it. For I.'xample,
perts do. and has watched for he should not play for ~ center- If the board is essentially clear,
this situation and the correspond- short (Part 105), as this would but still has one or more disks
ing plays. Figure 264 shows some afford the opponent a hidden near the edges, the shooter some,
of the varied shots observed in area for hiding in the 10-area or times wastes his shot by snug~
this type of situation. along his side of the center line gling as described in Part 110.
The board was clear or essen- (Parts 33 and 41).

tially clear before each shot. the There is no advantage in play-
plays were made in statewide ing a cross-guard. as is often
tournaments, the players were all seen as the shooter will obvious-
experts on the All-Time Roll of ly h~ve no opportunity to hide
Champions, the opponents were beyond -it, and at times the op-
all experts, and the shooters were ponent might use it as cover for
ahead or essentially even in hiding along. the outer edge: of
score. the court (Part 39).
The players whose shots have If the opponent is afforded an

been recorded in Figure 264 are: opportunity to place a scoring
Henry Badum, J N 0 P Q; W. H. disk that is only partly hidden,
Smith, K R; Gerald Anders?n. and does so, it would usually
S; Mae Hall, L; Henry Andrin- force the shooter to attempt to
ga, T; and Olive McArt.hu~, M. spoil it. or to leave it in place as
It is true that the majority of being difficult or impracticable

the shots w~~e wasted: but the~e to spoil.
is no prevailing practice to this
effect.

ponent would of course welcome
another opportunity to make a
kitchen shot. In these circum-
stances, the shooter should espe-
cially avoid placing a disk in
scoring area or sufficiently near
the kitchen in non-scoring area
as to invite a kitchen shot by
the opponent.

·In fact. to place a scoring disk
in the open except as kitchen-
bait is frequently an invitation
to put it in the kitchen.

R
STEach of the foregoing shots

leaves the opponent free to shoot
for a center-short (which has
some advantage) or for a high
10 (which has a low percentage
of success).

In general, it must be conclud-
ed that the sixth shot with board @
clear is of little valus to accomp-
lish anything.

o
Figure 264

AVOID KITCHEN RISK. If the
CONSIDERATIONS. Some of opponent has been playing kitch-

the considerations for the selec- en-bait and kitchen shots, the op-

ANSWER. In the situation
shown in Figure 260 of Part 131~
we have the conclusion by Carl disk H as a backstop, put H
Spillman, who was watching the gently on the center line. and
game, that the best play would score a 10, thus winning the
have been to shoot against the game.
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The last-shot or eighth shot of 'such shots are successful. In on winning most of his games.A In Part 79 there was shown

a half-round, also sometimes Parts 14 and 104 it was shown player who fails to score for the ithe desirability of saving a crip-
called the "hammer" is, as all that the average score for last- .greater part of his last-shots [ple that lies in the open for
shufflers know, the most im- shots with board clear is 6.3, !may expect to lose most of his use as a target at the last-shot.
portant shot. The shuffler who based on a record of 234 shots. ·games. In Parts 99 - 101 there was
plays it should expect to make In Part 15 it was stated, among In Part 15 it was also stated shown the considerable part
the larger score and usually other points, that in many cases and illustrated that at the last- played by last-shots in the pro-
does so. the effective scoring of a half- shot, when it is too difficult to cedure of clearing the board, es-
REFERENCES. The dominant round is made by the last-shot, spoil an enemy scoring disk or pecially that the main result of

value of the last-shot is discussed using a shot for simple score. when the available shots are too the sequence lies in the scoring
and illustrated time and again in Also that, when used as the last- ldifficult or risky, it is normal with the last-shot.
this text. A number of the dis- .shots of half-rounds, the plays for to neglect the enemy disk or oth- In Part 125 there was men-
cussions are summarized below. simple scores constitute the most er shot and play for a simple tioned the need to foresee which
In Part 14 it was shown that regular and frequent standard score. side will have the last-shot in the·

the great bulk (96 per cent) of score gainers. A shuffler who can In Parts 74, 75 and 77 there next frame (or the next two last-
the last-shots with board clear reliably place scoring disks sue- was discussed the great influence shots in doubles) and their effect
as shot by experts are played for cessfully for 70 or 80 per cent of of the last-shot on the play of on the selection of the pending
8s, and that about 80 per cent of his last-shots can usually count the kitchen-bait sequence. play.

PART 134: TACTICS. SEVENTH SHOT

is in the nature of a last-resort
play, one that is not expected to
accomplish much if anything, but
is better than wasting the shot.
An example of such a shot is

one that takes advantage of any
BOARD CLEAR. There is no opportunity even if not a good

good play that can be ma?e. one, to make a score that is part-
If a disk is placed in scormg Iy hidden, as discussed in Part
area it is certain to be spoiled, 40.
and it is very liable to be put in Some of the methods that can
the kitchen. be used include a shot to hide in
The best location to place a the extreme corner of the 7-area

disk would be at the position of by aiming at the side line of
the high 10, but the chances of the kitchen as described in Part
doing this effectively are so low 39. hiding along the outer edge
that a somewhat better play is of the court as described also in
for the center-short, as described .rart 39. hiding beyond a defec-
in Parts 103-104.It is recogni~ed ~ive guard as mentioned in Part
that this is not a play of high. 33, partially hiding in the 10-
value, but it does some good as area as shown in Part 41, snug-
a hazard to the opponent's gling as covered in Parts 107-
play. 109 and a bunt such as the sev-

. enth-shot play by Carl Spillman
BOARD NOT CLEAR. Obvious- as described in Part 66.

Iy if the board is no~ clear, the The use of one of these various
disks on the board Will affect or methods may succeed only in
determine t.he shot to be made. partially hiding a disk, but if it
If there IS a good play to be is hidden enough so that the

made, of course such a play opponent cannot readily put it
should be attempted. For exam-in the kitchen yet leads the op-
ple, there may be a shot to pro- ponent to shoot at it there is an
teet a friendly scoring d~sk, to advantage. Thus the opponent
spoil an enemy scoring disk, to may be unable to score against
prevent the opponent from mak- it, or may be led to glance his
ing an advantageous shot. etc. own disk inta the kitchen, or may
As previously mentioned, it is abandon any attempt to spoil it

important to avoid leaving a and leave the score to be counted
backstop for the opponent's last- for the shooter.
shot (Part 18) or a target for a
kitchen shot (Parts 75 and 80). This is also a suitable time to

dunk a disk lying at or near an
LAST-RESORT PLAY. If there outer edge of the scoring tri-

are disks on the board but there angle, as shown in Part 73. Such
is no good shot to be played, a shot is not infrequently chosen
then a shot may be selected that by experts for use in this type

A situation that repeatedly
arises at the time of the seventh
shot of the half-round is that the
board is clear or practically
clear.

PART 135: TACTICS. LAST.SHOT
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of situation.
For example, in the semifinals

of the 1957Sunshine City Doubles
Tournament. at a seventh shot
Carl Spillman shot to put in the
kitchen a disk located at point G
in Figure 265.
In contrast, this is not ordinar-

ily a good time to put a cripple
in the kitchen, because of the op-
ponent's subsequent opportunity
to reverse the situation with his
last-shot and leave the shooter in
the kitchen, as discussed in
Part 79.
OTHER EXAMPLES. A play

occasionally seen is to play a 7
in the open when the opponent
needs an 8 to win, in the hope
that the opponent will hit the 7

and score only a 7. An attempt
at such a play was described in
Part 130.

A similar shot is shown in Fig-
ure 266, when Billy Folberth
played a 7 at D at the seventh
shot. He thus led Carl Spillman
to shoot at D instead of scoring
a 10 to win the game. However,
'Spillman's shot was for a gain
oC 14 points for the shot, a far
surer play than that for a 10.
Without studying details, which

are left to the reader. We show
in Figure 267 a seventh shot to
D. This occurred in the final
match of the 1955 Florida State
Championship.


